Quick Pedigree Searches From Your Mobile Device

pedigree database
The Jersey Canada on-line pedigree database is a popular resource that we provide
to give breeders access to herd book information.
The data is housed within a sophisticated International Livestock Registry (iLR2)
system from the Agricultural Business Research Institute (ABRI), a world leader and
supplier of agri-business IT. Each month, thousands of animals are searched through
this portal to help with breeding and management decisions, or it is used to locate
fellow Jersey breeders.
mobile application
If you have an iOS or Android device, ABRI also has an application (app) from Internet
Solutions for mobile access. The app takes a minute or two to set up and is a great
option for quick searches to view pedigree, progeny and member information.
If you require more details on each animal, such as production records, show results,
and awards, it is best to visit the pedigree database from the Jersey Canada website.
While the app is great for quick searches when you are 'on-the'go', the portal can
offer you a more complete picture - it just depends what you are looking for.
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option 1:
ABRI portal

option 2:
directly to app

app cost
For a one-time download of $2.79 (+ tax),
information is at your fingertips. Unless
you have a WiFi connection, you will be
using data in the same fashion as if you
were to view pedigree information from
the ABRI portal off the Jersey Canada
website.
If you don’t want to eat up all of your data,
it is recommended to turn off cellular data
for this application within your settings on
your mobile device. This way you can only
access the app with WiFi.

get started
There are two ways to download the
INSolutions app to access the Jersey
Canada Pedigree Database:
Option j
 Go to the Jersey Canada website
and navigate to the Pedigree Database
(top right under Quick Links);
 Once you enter the ABRI portal
named ‘Animal Enquiry’, scroll down
and click on either the App Store (iOS)
or Googleplay (Android) button on
the bottom of the screen, which will
take you directly to the INSolutions
application.
Option k
 Search INSolutions directly from
the App Store or Googleplay on your
device.
install
You will know when you have found
the INSolutions app when you see the
generic image of Angus cattle. Click on
the price button ($2.79) to purchase the
app. You may be asked to verify your
account information, which you should
have handy.
set-up
Once purchased, it’s time to set-up your
app. You only have to do this once.
► Country: Canada
► Species: Dairy
► Database: Jersey Canada
► Check ‘Advanced Animal Search’
► Continue
search
Search for Jersey Canada members
by selecting ‘Member Lookup’;
 Search for registered and recorded
animals through ‘Animal Lookup’.
• Several drop-down options are available to provide you
with information on each animal.
• Partial spelling will be searched, however if names are
misspelled your search may not be successful.
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